Statement of No Prohibited Materials

Lake Shore Cryotronics, Inc. certifies that temperature and magnetic sensors manufactured by Lake Shore Cryotronics, Inc. comply with the NASA Prohibited Materials Section of the Parts Selection List (NPSL) and the Jet Propulsion Lab (JPL) Prohibited Materials Quality Clause (QC105d).

Lake Shore sensors DO NOT contain:

- Cadmium
- Mercury
- Pure zinc plating
- Pure tin plating
- Brominated polyimide

This certification is not only based upon the design of those products covered by this certification, but also through testing and/or chemical analysis, as appropriate.

The undersigned, as an authorized quality representative of Lake Shore Cryotronics, Inc., warrants and represents that all of the information supplied above is true and accurate for all Commercial off the Shelf sensors.

Signature: ___________________________ Date: 15-February-2018

Name: Scott Ayer

Title: Director of Quality & Compliance